cLc Learning Platform Best Practice 660
The cLc Learning Platform is supporting teaching and improving learning outcomes in schools around the
world. These Best Practice examples enable teachers to share experiences, ideas and recommendations to
support and aid other teachers tackling the same challenges.
Find more cLc Best Practice along with curriculum maps and ‘How to’ guides & films at www.clcsuccess.com
School: Westbrook Old Hall Primary School
LA: Warrington
Teacher: Gina O’Rourke
Students: Year 3
Contact: gorourke@staffmail.co.uk
Learning Focus: The aim of this activity was to engage children in writing for a purpose and audience.
Curriculum Focus: Literacy > Diary Writing
Tools used:
Blog

How this worked in practice: At the start of the academic year we took both Year 3 classes on a trip to the
Build a Bear factory where each class got to make and dress their very own bear (for free!) The bears then
came back to school with us and were introduced to life at Old Hall Primary School. Every weekend a different
child from each class takes one of the bears home. The children then write one or more blog entries for the
bear to tell the rest of the class what the bear has been up to. The children have a blogging rubric which they
use to assess their own, and other children’s blog entries. The bears are very popular with the children and the
parents and the children have very quickly learned how to blog!
By the end of this sequence of work children had developed skills in:
Literacy: Speaking and Listening, Writing in Role, Composing a Blog
General: Reading and assessing their own and other peoples work
Next Steps: The school now intends to develop this very simple idea across the both key stages to engage
the children and the parents in the Learning Platform.

The named teacher has kindly agreed for this example and the relevant contact details, to be shared within the cLc community for other teachers benefit.
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